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ABASS TIJANI

PROFESSIONAL MULTILINGUAL TRANSLATOR
With a robust background spanning over 4 years, I have established myself as an adept German translator and a prolific
AI generative content writer. My journey has been driven by a passion for crafting meaningful communication and
harnessing the transformative power of AI to elevate businesses to new heights.My professional journey has led me to
diverse industries, where I've gained invaluable experience. From technology to e-commerce, I've navigated the
intricacies of various sectors, enabling me to offer targeted and tailored translation solutions. My core areas of expertise
include AI, machine learning, digital transformation, and content creation, forming a versatile skill set that can adapt to
dynamic industry demands.

Skills

•Content Creation •Generative Ai & Prompt •Communication •Translation •Localization
•Editing •AI Content Rewriting •Industry Terminology •Fact Check •Article Writing
•Proofreading

EXPERIENCE

Freelance Content Writer for German, Spanish & Italy Based| Schunk
Group, Germany —

DECEMBER 2022 - JULY 2023

● As a professional German freelance content writer and translator at Schunk Group Tech, I provide
valuable content creation and translation services that effectively communicate the company's
cutting-edge digital transformation solutions and services

● My roles include crafting engaging articles, blog posts, and marketing materials that highlight Schung
Group Tech's expertise in strategy, consulting, digital, and technology

● I ensure accurate translation of materials to reach a Germany audience, while showcasing the
company's AI, machine learning, and data analytics solutions. Through my work, I contribute to
enhancing productivity, optimization, and responsible AI governance, leveraging Kellton Tech's
transformative AI and ML capabilities.



● I maintain consistency and accuracy while translating complex technical terminology and concepts. I
adapt the translated content to suit the cultural nuances and preferences of different regions and
markets

Language Specialist & Chatbot Trainer| Face++ QVANTEL, Roma Italy -
SEPTEMBER 2020 - AUGUST 2022

● I ensure that product manuals, user guides, and online resources are accurate for the public service
department, up-to-date, and user-friendly.

● I collaborate with engineers and developers to translate complex concepts into easily understandable
content.

● Technical Content Writer: I create clear and concise documentation explaining the features and
benefits of our AI-powered solutions, catering to both technical and non-technical audiences.

● Translator: I translate technical documents and content related to QVANTEL AI-powered solutions
into multiple languages ( English, Italy, German and Spanish expanding our global reach.

Content Writer & Professional Translator|Apharm, ITALY —
OCTOBER 2017 - FEBRUARY 2020

● Medical Interpreter: I help dermatology and healthcare providers communicate by assuring
comprehension and confidence.

● I accurately translate critical healthcare documents, making information available to all patients.
● Cultural Liaison Specialist in Pediatric. I bridge cultural gaps in healthcare encounters, encouraging

respect and sensitivity.
● Sign Language Interpreter: I help Deaf or hard-of-hearing patients and medical professionals

communicate effectively.

EDUCATION

University of Bologna, Italy — Master of Arts in Translation and
Interpretation Studies in Europe Languages
MAY 2015 - JUNE 2017,

Wright State University, United States — Bachelor of Arts in
Linguistics - Sign Language Interpreting
MARCH 2010 - SEPTEMBER 2014


